
Mas de Cadenet Rosé,
Famille Negrel, Côtes de
Provence

Usual Price £21.99
Discount Price (inc. VAT) £17.99
Code CADE001

"The 2022 Mas de Cadenet Rosé from the Negrels, is a hand-
picked organic blend .. A beguiling pale pink, its soft and creamy
with hints of citrus, redcurrants and wild strawberries and just the
faintest of prickles on the long dry finish." Jonathan Ray, The
Spectator Magazine.

Tasting Notes:

This light pink wine with a beautiful mineral freshness, reveals
delicate aromas of citrus, red fruits and flowers. In the mouth, the
limestone soil brings balance and elegance, with a crispy length.
Aromas bouquet is persistent throughout, offering fruity and salty
final.

www.houseoftownend.com/wines/type/rose-wine/mas-de-cadenet-rose-famille-negrel-cotes-de-provence



Specification

Vinification Early morning harvest (must at 10°C), Picking of the grapes at rising maturity.
Destemming, crushing of the berries and skin maceration. Low temperature
alcoholic fermentation (18°C), rack of gross lees. Blending of the grape varieties.

ABV 13%

Size 75cl

Drinking Window Drink Now

Country France

Region Provence

Type Rosé Wine

Grape Mix 45% Grenache, 45% Cinsault, 10% Syrah

Genres Organic, Vegan, Vegetarian

Vintage 2022

Style Dry

Body Elegant, crisp and delicate

Producer Famille Negrel

Producer Overview The Negrel Family is one of the oldest family of winemakers in Provence. They
have been running the Mas de Cadenet Estate since 1813. This prestigious Estate
belongs to the Côtes de Provence Sainte Victoire Designated Area. In the spring of
2011, Maud & Matthieu Negrel created a new entity: “Famille Negrel”. Using the
best terroirs of Provence they vinify, blend and mature their wines according to the
“Negrel style”. They wish to express the « House style », the personal taste of the
family which made the reputation of the Estate. But above all, they want their wine
to reflect the variety and the nuances of the terroirs of Provence.

Closure Type Cork

Food Matches This fresh and elegant rosé can be enjoyed by itself. Easy pairing with
Mediterranean dishes (tartare, ceviche, ratatouille…) as well as exotic food.

Press Comments "The 2022 Mas de Cadenet Rosé from the Negrels, is a hand-picked organic blend .. A
beguiling pale pink, its soft and creamy with hints of citrus, redcurrants and wild strawberries
and just the faintest of prickles on the long dry finish." Jonathan Ray, The Spectator Magazine.
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